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Abstract: With the rapid growth in the field of technology, there is always a requirement of development of fast 

and secure algorithms. Steganography is used to provide confidentiality over the transmitted data or the stored 

data. There were many steganography algorithms proposed to provide security but there is always a 

competition to develop a algorithm which is fast, secure, having high PSNR value and less cover file size. In this 

paper, authors have discussed such papers and compare it with each others. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The rapid growth in the demand and consumption of the digital multimedia content in the past decade 

has led to some valid concerns over issues such as content security, authenticity, and digital rights management. 

Multimedia data hiding, defined as imperceptible embedding of information into a multimedia host, provides 

potential solutions, but with many technological challenges. 

The first problem that usually occurs is that of embedding high volume of information in an image 

without incurring any perceptual distortion, and achieves robustness against compression and attacks. Data 

hiding can be defined more formally as the process by which a message signals or signature is imperceptibly 

embedded into a host or cover to get a composite signal. 

Various digital data hiding methods have been developed for multimedia services, where a significant 

amount of secret data is embedded in the host signal. The hidden data should be recoverable. It should also be 

retrieved only by those authorized. The main problem of file hiding in another host image or other files is a large 

amount of data that requires a special data embedding method with high capacity as well as transparency and 

robustness. 

A possible formula of the process can be given as:  

Cover image + Message to covert + Stego-key (the password) = Stego image 

A Steganography system is usually composed of insertion and extraction subsystems. The insertion 

system takes a host file, a prepared message file or the data which is to be furtive from the view, and a key to 

insert the message into the host for creating a cover host. This is referred to as the embedding process. The 

coverhost is then stored or transmitted. The extraction system operates in reverse. It takes a covert host and a 

key as input and extracts the message. The modern Steganography techniques are such efficient that data can be 

transmitted effortlessly over internet devoid of anyone knowing the existence.  

There is always a competition to develop steganography algorithms which provide high security, also 

with security researchers try to gain this security with keeping low cover file size and high PSNR value. 

In this paper, authors have discussed different steganographic algorithms, implement it and compare it 

with each other. 

 

II.  LITERATURE SURVEY 
In this section, authors have discussed the various researches done on steganography algorithm. As 

discussed by Manoj Kumar Ramaiya, Naveen Hemrajani, Anil Kishore Saxena [1], presents its unique technique 

for image staganography based on Data Encryption Standard using the strength of S Box mapping. In this 

paper[1], authors have modified the DES algorithms and use this algorithms to encrypt the secret image pixel 

before hiding it behind the cover image file. After encrypting the entire pixel, convert it into bit stream. This bit 

stream is hiding behind the pixel of cover image. Every two least significant bit of cover image replaced with 

the two bits of a bit stream till all the bits are completed. In this technique, image is first encrypted by modified 

DES algorithm so that if someone gain to detect presence secret image, still it is not possible to gain the original 

secret image without knowing the key. Again, this technique hides bits of secret image behind two least 

significant bit of cover image. Hence size of cover image should be at least twice in width and height. But 

changing only in least two significant does not affect the quality of cover image. It is nearly impossible to detect 

the difference between original image and stego image with necked eyes. 
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Thomas Leontin Philjon. J, Venkateshvara Rao. N [2] presents a new technique in its paper. This 

technique first encrypts the message with image and generates a cipher image now; this cipher image is 

manipulated with the cover image and generates an intermediate text. This intermediate text is again encrypted 

with the same encryption algorithm and generates a cipher image. Now, this algorithm gains the security by 

encrypting the secret message twice. Also the size of cover image should be at least equal to size of cipher 

image. The main problem with this technique is that it can easily detectable by necked eyes that something is 

hidden in cover image because direct manipulation with the cover image degrades the quality of stego image. 

III.    PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
This section is providing analysis of the above discussed algorithms on the basis of different 

parameters like Security, Cover file size, Timing and PSNR value. Dot Net implementation has used to test 

these algorithms. For experiment, Intel Core i5 2.40 Ghz, 4 GB of RAM and Window-7 Home Basic SP1, have 

used in which performance data is collected. 

Time Analysis: The main parameter to analysis any algorithm is its speed. Any algorithm is judged on 

the basis of its speed. An algorithm which takes less time is considered better than other which takes more time.  

Timing is also very important because the algorithm which takes less time is considered to be suitable 

for Ad-Hoc network because it consume less battery than other. Also time efficient algorithms are suitable for 

real time transmission. 

Table 1: Encryption Timing Analysis between Paper [1] and Paper [2]. 

File Size in 

KB  
Algorithm 

 

Execution Time in Second 

Paper [1] Paper [2] 

1 KB 0.027 0.075 

6 KB 1.575 2.172 

 

Here, Table 1 shows the Encryption timing analysis between paper [1] and paper [2]. It is cleary seen from the 

table that technique used in paper[1] is faster than paper[2]. Graphical representation of Table1 is shown in 

Figure1.   

 

 
Figure1: Encryption Timing analysis between Paper[1] and Paper [2]. 

 

Figure 1 shows the timing analysis between Paper [1] and Paper [2]. Blue block represents the Paper [1] and 

Paper[2] is represented by red block.  

Hence it can be concluded that Paper[1] is time efficient than Paper[2]. 

Table 2 shows the decryption time analysis between paper[1] and paper[2] and Figure 2 shows its 

graphical representation. It is clearly viewed from the graphical representation that Paper[2] takes almost the 
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same time to extract the secret data from the cover file whereas Paper[1] takes much more time than the 

encryption time to extract the secret file from the cover file. Hence decryption of Paper [1] is not time efficent. 

Table 2: Decryption Timing Analysis between Paper [1] and Paper [2]. 

 

File Size in 

KB  
Algorithm 

 

Execution Time in Second 

Paper [1] Paper [2] 

1 KB 0.031 54.087 

  
 

6 KB 1.582 2.175 

 

 
 

Figure2: Decryption Timing analysis between Paper[1] and Paper [2]. 

 

IV.    PSNR VALUE ANALYSIS 
PSNR is the peak signal to noise ratio. It is used to calculate the deviation of stego image with the 

original image. If the PSNR value of an algorithm is high, it means deviation of stego image with respect to 

original image is less. If the deviation of the stego-image with the original image is less it means it is hard to 

detect the presence of secret hiding but if deviation is more it mean easy to detect the presence of secret hiding.  

Authors have compared the PSNR values of both the papers and represented in Table 3.  

 

Table 3: Comparison of PSNR values between Paper [1] and Paper [2] 

 
Algorithm 

PSNR 

Value 

Paper [1] Paper [2] 

44.32 6.42 
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 Figure3: Comparison of PSNR values between Paper [1] and Paper[2] 

 

A graphical representation shown in figure 3 clearly shows that PSNR value of Paper [1] is much 

higher than PSNR value of Paper [2]. It means it is hard to detect the presence of hidden text in Paper [1] 

technique than the Paper [2] technique.  

 

V.    COVER FILE SIZE ANALYSIS 
It is very important to keep the size of cover file less in any stego image. As the size of cover image 

increases transmission time also increases therefore for keeping algorithm for fast communication it is essential 

to keep the size of cover file not very large. 

In Paper [1], it is required that size of cover image must be at least twice of secret image in length and 

width both. 

In Paper [2], the size of cover image must be at least equal to the size of cipher image. It means this 

technique requires less cover file size as compared to cover file size in Paper [1]. 

Security: In terms of security, both the algorithms are enough secure. Paper [1] uses modified DES 

encryption before hiding the secret file whose internal structure is enough secure but the problem is in its key 

which is only 16 bits long. So it requires only 216 combinations which are possible to calculate in reasonable 

time. Also hiding of secret file starts from the first pixel to all the next pixels so if someone gets the hint of 

hidden file it can easily extract from the cover file size. 

Paper [2] is more secure than Paper [1] because of using encryption algorithm twice also it is not easy 

to extract the hidden file from the cover file because of its manipulations with pixel of cover file with cipher file. 

 

VI.  CONCLUSION 
This paper presents the complete discussion between two different type of steganography algorithm. It 

is concluded that to prepare efficient steganography algorithm, It is necessary that it should be time efficient, 

should use less cover file size, having high PSNR value and also should be enough secure so that no one gain 

the access over the confidential data. Many researchers have tried to work on this but cover file size and PSNR 

value are directly proportional to each other, if PSNR value increases cover size also increases and if cover size 

reduces PSNR value also reduces. 

 

Future Work 
This paper shows that there is requirement to develop such a secure steganography algorithm having 

high PSNR value with less cover file size. 
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